GBT™– Gravity Belt Thickener and Rotary Drum Concentrator
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GBT™ – Gravity Belt Thickener

Superior sludge thickening
– simple, reliable operation.

Design Features

1 Feed Box: Upflow smooth full width weir configuration. Dissipates flow energy, provides retention time for flocculation and insures extremely even slurry distribution so vital to maximizing slurry thickening.

2 Venturi Mixer: Polymer is injected through (4) tangential inlets in the "injection ring" up stream of the "venturi and counterweighted orifice plate".

3 Gravity Deck: (above) Plastic belt supporting slide strips are easily removed with no disassembly of deckles, Apex curvature along centerline of belt eliminates belt wrinkling. Foil configuration of each slide effectively removes filtrate improving sludge thickening.

4 Adjustable Angle Plows: The adjustable angle allows for maximizing the furrowing action as the sludge thickens.
5 Belt Drive: Capable of varying output speed from 8 to 100 feet per minute, a right angle gear reducer / electric motor with speed control through a control panel mounted “Variable Frequency Controller”.

6 Belt Washing: Spray header is mounted inside stainless steel enclosure, eliminating misting. Spray nozzles are internally cleaned and flushed by hand wheel operated wire brush and valve assembly.

7 Tubular Steel Frame: Significantly easier to keep clean. Extremely high moment of inertia (bending and radial inertia 3 to 10 times that of competitors’
Hot dipped galvanized inside and out. Precision machined bearing and cross member mounting pads for accurate bearing, roll and frame alignment.

9 Belt Tensioning: The belt tensioning is adjustable to automatically maintain proper tension. Swing arm assembly provides uniform tension across the full width of the belt. Controls are located on the frame for ease of operation.

10 Collection Pans: Extremely rugged heavy gauge stainless steel collection pans are provided to keep filtrate from falling on filter belt, tracking and tensioning assemblies, to prevent blinding/foul- ing of these critical components.

11 Thickening Sludge Dam: Adjustable height sludge dam provides additional dewatering to optimize sludge thickening.
Unique Features and How they Work

The Gravity Belt Thickener is used to thicken sludge prior to centrifuge or digestion processes. A mix of primary or secondary sludge can easily be thickened to +7% wt, pure secondary to over 5%.

The GBT offers:

- High unit capacity per floor space
- Low residence time eliminates septicity and float scum
- Superior thickening
- Low maintenance and simple, reliable operation.

Venturi Mixer: Provides excellent dispersion of flocculent. The adjustable counter-weighted baffle allows efficient optimization of slurry flocculation for shortened drainage time.

Feed Distribution: The up-flow smooth, full width, weir design provides necessary time for optimum floc growth and dissipates the feed pipe velocity so the floc isn't sheared. Slurry is distributed very uniformly across the entire width, regardless of feed consistency.

Gravity Deck: The GBT delivers the largest filtration area per meter of belt width in the industry providing high efficiency thickening and cost effective chemical utilization.

Furrowing Plows: The combination Foil Doctor and adjustable angle plows provide two times the liquid removal of the conventional plow designs of our competitors. The floating mount minimizes filter media wear.

References: Will be provided from over 100 installations. Request appropriate process list and confirm for yourself unmatched process performance and reliability.

Rugged Durable Construction: Tubular construction, hot dip galvanized coating, highest structural moment of inertia, most wetted components, feed box, drainage pans, etc. are constructed of stainless steel and all other wetted components are of suitable materials, plastic etc, to provide maximum corrosion protection and construction that will last the life of the facility.

New Plow Design

The Foil Doctor® Plow represents a new breakthrough in dewatering technology. The basic concept behind any plow design is to furrow deposited solids on the surface of the filter cloth to expose filter cloth so filtrate can go through with less resistance to flow.

The foil design enhances this short circuiting action by lifting the deposited solids across the full belt width. This action, coupled with the incorporated plows just ahead of the foil, creates a compressive force on the slurry that further enhances dewatering.

The Foil Doctor blade assembly floats on the surface of the filter cloth. Because the assembly floats, as the Foil Doctor assembly wears it still maintains optimum contact. With the conventional furrowing design, wear usually results in a smearing of sludge aggrevating clogging of the filter cloth. Testing has found that one Foil Doctor Plow assembly is equivalent in thickening action to two conventional furrowing plow assemblies.
The Totally Enclosed GBT

With more stringent air quality restrictions, it has become necessary to limit the quantity of air associated with the GBT operation, thus enters the BDP’s Totally Enclosed unit. The design incorporates a monolith frame constructed from stainless steel plates cut with the state of the art "Water Jet" plate cutting center. Belt drive, bearings and other components are mounted outside the enclosure for ease of maintenance.

The design encloses the feed distribution assembly, gravity deck, filtrate collection pan and thickened cake discharge. Units are available in width from 0.5 meter to 4 meter. The enclosed GBT can be provide with manual or automatic tensioning and tracking depending on the owners preference.